
How to Use your Mug Press: Advanced Set-Up

Time and Temprerature:

To change the timer and temperature settings, push the “MODE” button.
  
Push “MODE” once to adjust te temperature
Push “MODE” twice to adjust time 
PPush “MODE” the thrird time to exit the menu

Pressure:

“Sublimation” means underoing a reaction from a solid to a gas without being a liquid in between. Our test have 
shownthat if the pressure is too tight the transfer will be grainy, therefor it helps if there is a little bit of air etween the
mug and the transfer to pass trhoug. The amount of pressure on the mug is regulated by the screw that conects the 
handdle to the heating element. place the mug in the press while it is cold to tst the pressure. if you encounter any
resistance, or the press isn’t closing at all, then adjust the pressure but loosing it up a bit. it should feel the same to close
tthe press as t does to open it. close the mug in the press and move the handle of the mg, if te handle moves then the 
press is too loose.



How to Use your Mug Press
Thank you, for purchasing a Mug Press from World Paper! The machine is already calibrated to te right time,
tempereure and pressure. Please note that the temperature of tis machine is displayed in Fahrenheit not Celsius:
180°C = 356°F. Before transferring your image, make sure you print your image at the highest ink density. The 
setting is usually called “Best Photo” or “High Quality Print”.

Step 1                                                Step 2                                                            Step 3
AAttach the white cord                        Attach the power cord                                    Plug into a wall outlet and 
in the back.                                        to the back .                                                  turn the switch On. 

Spet 3
You don’t need to calibrate the machne, it will arrive preset. Just wait for the temperature to reach to 360°F.

Step 4
When the machine reaches the desirable temperature, place your mug in the heating ellement and press the time 
button.

TTip:
Don’t let the mug touch the element before you close the press. Heat activates the paper, so if it is activated too soon 
the transfer will be cloudy. Position the mug with one of hand and push the handle shut with another for the best result.

Step5
Just wait for the beep that indicates that the time is up!

Step 6
Be very cautious because the mug is extremely hot. Carfully slide the mug from the heating element, you can peel of the
ppaper while it’s hot or wait for it to cool, the result would be the same. We recommend that you take the paper off before
you place it in water, because the wet paper will leave residue. 
The residue will come off but you don’t need that extra work!

 

  


